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Quayle sparks crowd

Demos denied access

by Crlckett Drake and Lance Turner

by Benjamin B. Markeson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COPY EDITOR

,

Republican vice presidentia:tcandidate Dan Quayle, on his Southern
campaign swing, sparked an estimated
700-1200 UCF students at a political
rally held in the Student Center Auditorium on Friday.
The rally included the UCF cheerleaders, the
$Chool's new mascot, Mack Knight and
a New Orleans style band.
The walls of the SCA were covered
with hand-painted pro-Quayle signs
from various organizations on campus.
Red, white and blue balloons decorated
the stage, encompassing a large, blue
UCF sign. A sea of hand-held Bush/
Quayle signs, which were given out as
students entered the room, waved
above the heads of those in attendance.
While awaiting the entrance of the
candidate, who was touring the Central Florida Research Park, the crowd
in the standing room only auditorium
listened to speeches from some of
Florida's Republican political figures,
including state Rep. Rich Crotty, U.S.
Rep. Bill McCollum and Gov. Bob
Martinez.
After the crowd rec,ited the Pledge of
Allegiance, Martinez stepped to the
podium to introduce Quayle. Aft e r
mentioning Quayle's 10 years of service in the U.S. Senate and calling him
better qualified than Democratic rival
Michael Dukakis, the governor ended
by saying that Quayle "brings to the
SEE RALLY PAGE 8

•

Marilyn and Dan Quayle wave to an enthusiastic crowd of conseNative UCF students
at Friday's Republican political rally in the Student Center Auditorium.

Controversy erupted when eight
members of UCF's College Democrats
were denied access to the Student
Center to attend Friday's rally for
Republican vice presidential candidate
Dan Quayle because they refused to
dispose of handmade signs they carried .
The pro-Dukakis signs carried such
sentiments as "Women don't vote for
men prettier than they are," "Welcome
Quayle, vote Dukakis" and "UCF, we're
not all Republicans."
"We just want[ed] to show that not
all of UCF is in favor of this BushQuayle ticket," said College Democrats
President Jennifer Callahan.
David Mann, another member of the
group, felt that the College Democrats'
rights as students and citizens were
being infringed upon. "There was nothing remotely inflammatory about our
signs. We were just there to promote
our candidate."
Callahan said that the College
Democrats had not yet decided
whether they would complain to the
university administration about being
excluded from the rally .
According to Dan Holsenbeck, 'associate vice-president for university relations, university authorities decided in
consultation with the Secret Service
that non-handmade signs could not be
carried into the SCA
SEE DEMOCRATS PAGE 9

UCF Jazz Lab band makes
first ever European trip

•
by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The UCF Jazz Lab band returned from a two-week European tour this summer, which
included a first-ever appearance at the Montreux Jazz
Festival in Switzerland.
The student musicians also
performed at the North Sea
Festival in The Hague, Netherlands, and in Manheim,
West Germany..
The quest for Europe
started more than a year ago
when, in spring 1987, the
group performed at Epcot
Center's All-American College
Jazz Festival. At this performance, the North American representative for the

Montreux Festival took notice
of the group and extended an
invitation
to appear at
Montreux.
What laid ahead was a year
full of organizing, fund-raising, practicing and more fundraising to pay for the trip.
According to Jazz Lab Director John Whitney, the
fund-raising demanded an
"unusual amount of work from
the students in the group." .
In their efforts to raise
money, Whitney and the students performed frequently at
Townsend's Plantation in
Apopka, continued their annµal performance at the Miss
UCF Pageant, had many other
shows both on campus and in

•

UCF defensive tackle Steve Spears celebrates after recovering a Bethune-Cookman fumble in Friday's
Central Florida Classic at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

SEE JAZZ. PAGE 5
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KNIGHT BAGS BALL

• Assistant Sports Editor
Chris Brady explains how
UCF made it a bad 'Knight'
for B-CC. Also, Bill Foxworthy learns that real men
don't give blood, they play
rugby instead .

OPIN.ION
/ • In Letters, readers get
their two cents worth in on
parking, polls and politics.
Also, why is getting a parking ticket easier than actually finding a parking
space?

OPINION
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COMING SEPTEMBER Sth &9th
:TO THE UCF GYM ...
THE CAREER -R ESOURCE CENTER'S

A CHANCE FOR UCF.
STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO GET
TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS CAREER
AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

J

•
•
•
•

•

•

ONE PM TO FIVE PM

ONE PM TO FIVE PM

THURSDAY SEPT. 8

FRIDAY SEPT. 9.

NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS

TECHNICAL MAJORS

(All Business Majors, Liberal Studies, Humanities
& Fine Arts, Social Studies, Etc.)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:

(Engineering, Computer Science,
Natural Sciences, Health)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:

FBI
NCR .
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinel Communications
U.S. Navy
· Crossroads Hospital
U. S. Office Of Personnel Management
Nielsen Media Research
Harris Semiconductor
American Pioneer Telephone
Norrell Servcies
Arthur Andersen
Arthur Young
Touche Ross
Koivu, Ruta & Company
Lovelace Roby
Seidman & Seidman
Ernst &Whinney
Barnett Bank
Sun Bank
Florida National Bank
First Union National Bank
Cttizens & Southern National Bank
· Southeast Bank
General Electric Lighting
~arcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Allstate Insurance Co.
Wallace Computer
Mutual Of Omaha
Toys "R" Us
Haverty Furniture Co.
CM Financial Group
U. S. Treasury, Bureau of A. T. & F.
Stuart James
9 West
Quaker Oats Co.
Peat Marwick Main & Co.
State Farm Insurance Co.
Auditor General - State Of Florida
Davgar Restaurants, Inc.
Premier Industrial Corporation
Piccadilly Cafeterias.Inc.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

FBI
NCR
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinal Communications
U.S. Navy
· Crossroads Hospital
U. S. Office Of Personnel Management
Nielsen Media research
Harris Semiconductor
Harris Government Systems
Harris Controls & Composition
American Pioneer Telephone
Pratt & Whitney
Sou.them Bell
Martin Marietta
Florida Power & Light
Florida Power Corporation
AT&T
Naval Training Systems Center
Intergraph Corporation
NOAA Officers Corps
Concurrent Computer Corp.
- Norrell Services
UPS
Post Buckley Schuh & Jernigan, Inc.
State Farm Insurance Co.

•

•

•

General Electric company
NASA
Lockheed Space Operations
Stromberg Carlson

LOCATION: UCF Gym·nasium • Education Building TIME: One PM to Five PM Both Days
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM GRACEY IN THE .CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361

•
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Pikes nab students vandalizing banners
by Dan HorQwltz

•

•
•

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUiURE

Four Pi Kappa Epsilon fraternity
brothers followed in the footsteps of
Batman and Robin Aug. 24 when they
caught two UCF students.suspected of
vandalizing fraternity banners, a radar warning sign and a stop sign.
Pike Presid~nt Ted Crockett, Kevin
CoppQlino, Doug Sagues and David
Clark were patrolling Central Florida
Boulevard at 2 a.m. to see if their Rush
Week banners were still up.
They saw that all fraternity signs,
notjust those of PKA, had been covered
with orange spray paint. Some banners
had also been tom off trees. !!'he Pikes
then went to the police station to report
the crime. After realizing that their
best .signs wer.e actually on the inner
perimeters of the campus and worried
that these may have been vandalized,
the Pikes decided to park their cars and

•CONGRATULATIONS

I •

The Mer cury Seven Foundation has selected Timothy J .
Henderson of Deland, a senior
at UCF, as the third annual
recipient of its $3,000 space
and technology scholarship.
Henderson is currently
working in a physics honors
program and studying positron atom collisions.
•ENGINEERING AWARDS

The American Concrete
Institute will award three
scholarships of $2,500 each.
Applicants must have com-

•

3

walk the campus. While patrolling the
area near the Library, they noticed two
males dressed in black shirts and
jeans. One of them was shaking what
the Pikes assumed to be a can of spray
paint. The Pikes immediately gave
chase and caught the two. Minutes
later the UCF Police Department was
on the scene.
Crockett said the Pikes "wanted to
make sure the university got''em, we
don't care about the criminal thing. We
spend a lot of time on those signs, all
the fraternities do, and they can destroy them in minutes. It's a shame
they have to spend their time breaking
other people's stuff."
According to Detective Sgt. Sandra
McClendon, "Those individuals [the
·alleged vandals] were found not to be
Greeks, but they were students on
campus." When caught, one of those
accused of vandalism put a can of paint
down his pants and started yelling,
"It's the other guys. It's th e other guys,"

pleted studies for a bachelor's
degree in engineering, and
must be accepted for graduate
study in the area of concrete.
The deadline for applications is Dec. 16. For more information, please can wm
Shaffner at 275-2827.
• AIDS SEMINAR

UCFs College of Health
Task Force on AIDS will present the Bill Young AIDS Education Seminar Sept. 8-10 at
the Radisson Hotel in downtown Orlando.
For more information call

meaning three other vandals on the
other side of campus. McClendon said,
however, that to the knowledge of the
police, these were the only apparent
vand ls.
The two individuals could have been
charged with misdemeanor counts of
criminal mischief or vandalism.
However, McClendon said "the university will not be pressing any criminal charges, however, they have been_
referred to the dean of students [Pam
Mounce] and also to the Gree1t advisor"
for possible disciplinary action. Because t~~y were not charged, the police
would not release the students' names.
Mounce said she had not yet received the police report. She is "aware
that the situation took place and ... we
have bef?n talking to individuals involved. That's all I can say [about this
specific case] at thi s point."
Mounce said that when the police
department refers such cases to the
university authorities, the incidents

Sharon Douglass at 275-2214.
• QUALlTY MANAGEMENT

The rules of modern management for leaders in local
government will be cletai1ed
Sept. 23 in the final session of
a three-part workshop sponsored by UCF. For more information call Phyllis Allison at
275-2123.
• DIABETES SEMINAR

The American Diabetes
Association will hold its 13th
annual meeting Sept. 8-10 at
the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza

are jnvestigated, and an informative
meeting with the students is held,
"where we explain the disciplinary
process, we explain student rights
during the process and determine if
there was any alleged violation of our .
rules of conduct.
"If there is a determination that
wrongdoing was done ... we would find
the appropriate rule or violation in our
rules of conduct." From there the university would decide whether to handle
the violations formally or informally.
If handled formally "they then have
the opportunity to go before an administrative hearing officer... or before a
hearing review board. From this, their
guilt or innocence would be determined. If found guilty, punishment
"could range from a warning to expul- /
sion from the university. lfitis handled
informally, students can receive aver bal or written warning, or be forced "to
make restitution for the damage done,"
said Mounce.

in the Florida Mall. For more
information, call (407) 8621965.
•COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

UCF College Republicans
will meet Thursday, Sept. 8, in
the HPB, Rm. 110 at 4 p.m.
Anyone who would like to participate is welcome to attend.

Monday, Sept. 12, at 7 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Building on the
Sanford campus.
For more information, call
(407) 323-1450.
• CHILD ABUSE

Laural Oaks Hospital will
present wrhe Silent Shame," a
seminar addressing prevention and coping techniques for
• COMMUNITY CHORUS
child abuse and neglect. The
The Community Chorus of seminar will be from 8.: 30 a. m.
Seminole Community College - 4:15 p.m. Friday, Sept. 16.
invites new members to join its
For more information, conranks for the fall season. The tactJeanne Rodriguez at (407)
first rehearsal will be held 352-7000.

Formerly Select-A-Seat

•
•

IS .COMING TO UCF!
Look for it in t he Kiosk. The
Kiosk will now be able to sell any.
Ticket Master · program.s and
seats (cash only) . .It will also have
information on, and a listing of
.upcom.ing perform.ances and
events. It will be open during the
same hours as the Kiosk and sell
tickets ·ror:

an
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0 F F I C E R S' TRAINING

•

CO - RPS

•

•

•

BELIEVE IT OR NO~ THIS GIJY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. Its the one college elective that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of corrunand.
There's no obligation until your junior year, and that
means there's no reason not to try it out right now.

•
•

•

·ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For More Inforniation
Co1ne by ·T c 522 or
Call: 275-2430

•

•

•

•
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first performance at Montreux.
"We played in two different
settings in Montreux, the first
was on a pfatinum stage in a
nightclub setting," said band
member Colleen Rhymer.
"The next day we stood
elevated before a crowd packed
into a huge outdoor terrace."
"As a sightseer," Rhymer
continued, "the most beautiful
city was ~bsolutely, by far,
Montreux.
The landscape and the lake
were like a picture postcard,
and the city catered to wealth
and extreme luxury."
Kim Lasure, another member of the band, said she most
enjoyed the Manheim show.
"We played in the middle of
the town in a tent, with no jazz
critics, just people,"

JAZZ

•

FROM PAGE 1

&

: ·· :· (' " · ·'"::~.::

Early Bird ~ecials

$5 95

::·.:::::.:.:.~~:::·::.

the community, and even
cleaned up the Citrus Bowl
after the UCF Knights' last
playoff game.

~~~;-a((4ril ·~~~~V,~r::~ri~!!

9

tions."
This was a big part of the
~ lWWJ... North of Aloma on 436
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! $40,000final~ raisedfor~e
trip.
Whitney also said, "WUCFFM was very supportive in the
media sense."
With the preliminaries out
of the way the band started
enjoying its journey with the
The Authentic Hallan Pizza with Great Taste
Band"

NO covER
CHARGE

Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

~~~

Italia\

•
•

GRAND OPENING SPECIA~S

Lasure, Rymer and Whitney all praised the opportunity
and the results.
Whitney added, "the band
played in an international
venue for the first time, and it
was a magnificent success."
Rhymer said, "The trip was
not only good for us as individuals and musicians, but
also good for the university
because many people from all
over the world heard the University of Central Florida
name."
The UCF Jazz Lab will perform with featured alto saxophonist Jim Snidero on Oct.
19, on campus in the Rehearsal Hall.
~ recording is also in the
works. Due out in November,
it will be available on LP, cassette and CD.

DRINI< RESPONSIBLY. ~· ·

SUPER SLICE
With Cheese & One Topping
and Your Favorite Soft Drink

...,.

. . Anhaaser·Busch, Inc

8 INDIVIDUAL PIZZA
11

With Cheese & One Topping,

Salad and Soft Drink
BEER& WINE

Dl~ECAL~-OUT

679·5360

10065 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

(Suncrest Village, N. E. Corner of
University Blvd. and Dean Road)

If your MBA Degree has been withheld
due to failure of a UCF comprehensive
Examination Please Contact:

10°/o
DISCOUNT
with
College l.D.
• Notvalld
with spciclals

•

KENNETH M. ROTH
ATrORNEY-AT-LAW

(703) 823-8721

II

II

II

MEETS WEDNESDAY AT 4 P.M.

II
IN HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER

•
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· · Tues. Sept. 6 .
SAC8pm and 10pm

and ilie

·.

.

.

- . TRAMP /

A KNIGHT OF COMEDY
Straight from the National Comedy
· Circuit where they've played world
famous CLUB 421, MGM Grand, the
Sahara, The IJ.llprov-New York and the
·Punchline. . They've opened for Yakov .
Smirnoff, Bob Gold Theatre and Jerry
Sienfeld. .

l
Mrs. John Hughes

Saturday
September 10
1 p.m. and 3 p.rn.
Student Activities Center
Steve Anderson

Free for students, faculty, staff .
and their families

Back to·School

SPLASH BASH

•

Thursday, September 8, 1988
11 AM·5PM
at the University Swimming Pool
. ..

Sponsored By :
· .
· . ·
PAC (Program and Activities Council)
IHC (Inter-hall Councll)
Recreatlonal Services
SWAT. (Student · Wellness Ad¥ocate
Team)
·

.......

~

~

•

•
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Income is up over 30%.
Our Jobless Rate is the envy of most sections of
the country.
Gross sales are up almost 300% from 1979.
Crime Rate is down in Orange County 24.4%.

RALLY

believes in the middle class and education; a
party that has a future that believes in the
!, FROM PAGE 1
I
young people, but most importantly I am just
darn proud to be with a group like you here
*
ended by saying that Quayle ''brings to the today."
*
Bush ticket a youthful vitality to lead this
Reactions to the rally and to Quayle were
country into the 21st century."
mixed
among those who attended.
Why change leadership now?
Over the thunderous applause of the crowd,
Louise Philkins, 23, of Cape Canaveral,
Quayle commented, "As I look out over this said:"lt was all Dukakis-bashing. I don't think
audience here today, the only thing that I can he said anything on the issues. It [was] just one
think of is the future of the United States of of those 'Let's get Dukakis [speeches]' and not
America."
really a look at themselves or the campaign. "
Quayle's
speech,
which
was
just
under
10
Craig Davis, 23, an art major, said, "It wa&')
Commission District 3
minutes long, centered on the future, educa- fantastic. It really enlivened the crowd. He's
A MAN OF PROVEN:
tion, national defense and Dukakis.
really tough on defense, something that
HONESTY - INTEGRITY - CONCERN
"The governor of Massachusetts [Dukakis] Dukakis needs to learn about. He's a real good
Paid Political Ad
needs an education on national defense ... It's conservative. He'd make a heck of a vice presigoing to be difficult to educ11te [him], but we're dent."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g~ngto~;hesmd
Debbie Harger, 24, a physical education
Speaking on the Republican party, Quayle major, said, "It was great because he really
smd, "We understand what the future is all seemed to be behind the issue of education.
about. We understand that it is important to
"I'm really not familiar with the campaign
get those skills. And let me tell you something, myself, for the Republicans, but he definitely
we're thinking about education."
seemed like a good vice-president," adding that
Quayle ended the speech by saying, "I'm not "he mentioned just education generally, he
only proud to be a Republican in a party that didn't give specifics on it."

ELECT
HAL MARSTON

Need some great
furniture?

•

At super prices?

Right awciy?
•

..

MODEL COLLECTIONS SELLS FURNl-TURE AND ACCESSORIES STRAIGHT
FROM CENTRAL FLORIDA'S FINEST
MODEL HOMES TO YOU AT A DISCOUNT .
CALL US ABOUT SPECIFIC ITEMS - OR - VISIT
OUR SHOWROOM.
WE'RE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
MON - SAT 10-7 +SUNDAY 12-5

MODEL
COLLECTIONS
2000 ALDEN ROAD
ORLAN DO, FL 32803
407-898-0220

I 2'269 UniYcrsit~' Boulevard (alToss fro111 L .C.F:)

Come Out And
Celebrate~ UCF's
25th Birthday
Date:
September 7th
Location: 12 - 2 P.M.
• On the SC Green
• Refreshments
• Musical Entertainment
• Prizes - Souvenirs
• Pie-Eating Contest
Grand Prize: Champagne Balloon Ride compliments of Rosie O'Grady's Church Street Station

WATCH FOR UCF STUDENTS TO BE FEATIJRED ON "Good Morning Florida." ON
SEPT. 7TH ON CHANNEL 9 (ABC) AT 7:25 A.M. AND 8:25 A.M. -

Deadline for applications to
enterpie-eating contest is September 3 rd. Pick them up at
theSGAReceptionDesk} Room
155 or at The Kiosk.

8, The Central Florida Future, September. 6,
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DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE
& STAMP OUT THE
STYROFOOD HABIT!

SUBS 'N SALADS
The Best Of Both
MEET THE PRESS
· Sen. Dan Quayle stops briefly to take questions from the media
while visiting the Central Florida Research Park Friday.

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

SUBWAY has the besf sub·s 'n salads because
we make everything fresh to your taste from
the finest meats, vegetables, and cheese. Try
a sub _or salad today!

-------------·················
BUY ONE - GET ONE
FREE!
Buy any foot long sub & a 22 oz. soft drink
and get a foot long sub of comparable value

FREE
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY. EXPIRES 9/30/88

HOURS:

______...,__ .,.-----==
..... ...-

-Mon. - Thurs. & Sun.
10:30 AM. - 2 AM.

~ ;;;-:. iiiCSW-

----~---

.__9!!=-?'..~~

~•

n

-

.-

Not valid with any
othercoupon

GOOD AT THIS
LOCATION ONLY
3912 Alafaya Trail
opposite UCF ·

HOURS:
Fri. & Sat.
10:30 AM. - 3 AM.
Limit 1 coupon per

purchase

1iy aMacintosh today-you l
Now that a new school year is under
way, we have an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a bit more
confident come finals time:
Get a Macintosh® computer to help
with your homework
Then you'll never have to spend
another all-nighter retyping apaper
just to purge a few typos and dangling
modifiers. You'll be able to crank out

assignments that look
as though ye
.
,.
bribed a friend in art school. And~
an amazing new program called
HyperCards-which just happens
to come packaged with every
Macintosh-you can easily store,,
organize, and cross-reference resea
notes to your h~art's content.
And if that isn't enough reason

Enter: .

UCF Cor
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh arc registered ~demarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Dlscman Is a tllldcmark of Sony Corpollltlon.
No purchase neces.sary. Odds depend·on number of entrants. Sec your c:impus Apple reseller for complete contest details. Prizes may v:iry from product shown.

Stop by our M
Free

•

.

.,
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DEMOCRATS
. FROM PAG E 1

.... - PG
DIE HARD - R

RABBIT - PG
3:00-5:10-7:15-9:30
HOT TO TROT - P6

:t~7:00-9:40

3:20-5:20-7:20-9:20

3:il5-5~7:1 5-9:35

The only signs supposedly allowed
inside were pre-printed Bush/Quayle
signs handed out by the event's sponsors, the UCF College Republicans, as
people entered the Student Center.
"The idea was that if we didn't draw
the line and say no to everyone we
couldn't prevent signs with sticks on

3:00-5:1 S.7:30-9:45
WHO FRAMED ROGER

TUESDAY ALL SEATS $1.50
~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course .
After taking Kaplan. thousands of LSAT
students score over 40. That's the top
10% nationwide! And candidates who
score over 40 on the LSAT enjoy the best
chance of being accepted to the law school
of their choice and going on to practice
with top law firms or corporations.
So call any one of our 125 centers for
information and class starting dates. The
Kaplan I.SAT prep course could be the one
pre-law course that determines the course
of your law career.·

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Fla.

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events

Call 678-8400

148 N. Central. Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

iay win aSony Discman.

. to look at aMacintosh today, here's
1 another:
Right now, you have three chances
·to win one of Sony's DiscmanTIA CD
players-including the exciting Sony
Pocket Discman, which also plays the
h new 3-inch CDs.And even if you miss
out on the CD player, you may still win
one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No strings
•attached-just fill out a registration

form at the location
listed below.
So ~ome in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.
·If not for yourself, do it for
your folks.

.®.
,_

The power to be your besC

ig.ust 29th-September 20th

lputer -Store - 281-5434
~Fest,

Tur~e'.\

them[frombcingcarried~J;hes~~

MOTEL

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

•

\5 .(l

adding that such signs would have
been a safety hazard because of the
crowding in the SCA.
Asked by a reporter from The Central Florida Future ab9ut the handmade pro-Quayle signs littering the
SCA after the rally, Holsenbeck
replied,"! have no idea [about those].
We did not intend to search anyone or
to look up anyone's sleeve because this
is a universitf, and we're trying to be as
fair and safe as we can."
He added that UCF would extend
the same courtesies shown the Bush/
Quayle campaign to any candidate
appearance sponsored by a student or
faculty group.
Dan Sigl, president of the College
Republicans at the University of South
Florida, said that the Democrats' free
speech rights weren't being infringed.
Rob Arkovlch/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"This should be for supporters only. If
people want to dissent that>s fine, but This protester, along with the UCF College Democrats,
they don't need to take up space for used Friday's rally for Dan Quayle to express his opinion
people who support Mr. Quayle."
on the controversial Republican vice presidential nominee.

How to· start
your law career
before you start
law school.
•

Qua\\lt

'

September 20th "On the Green"

efreshments served at the MacFest!

Don't take your
organs to
Heaven;
Heaven knows we
need them here.

. ..

.0 pllllOll 1t.1111111••11111•••1••1,.~•••~;i::New park~ng fi.n es
are making. a bad
problem worse
Okay, let's see a show ofhands. How many of you
have received a ticket this week for parking illegally?
How about those students who have received two or
more this week?
: What's the reason
all these tickets? Well, as
mentioned last week, the fact that many students
Qave to park illegally because they will be late for
class if they continue searching for a space may play
a very large part in the number of tickets issued in
the last couple of weeks.
· As if the parking problem wasn't enough, enter
the ticket price increase this year. Not only did the
price of the actual decal go up, but the cost of violations has also increased, often by more than 50
percent.
It appears tha~ the UCF Police Department's
parking and traffic division is doing everything in its
power to make our lives miserable.
With the exception of the plans for an athletic
facility and parking lot that won't be finished in time
to do any immediate good, there is obviously no relief
in sight for students trying to find a place to park. So
why, did the division raise the fines? There must be
a lo~cal explanation.
Well, the only explanation offered at this point has
been that UCF had the lowest ticket costs in comparison with the other state universities.
Yes, that's right. We are paying more for parking
violations because the university didn't like having
its students pay less than the other schools.
•POLITICS AND DINNER
It seems like the perfect trap. The year that enrollment starts creeping up towards the20,000mark and Editor:
no more parking spaces are added, the parking and
It is improper to use UCF in
traffic division raises the rates.
association with politics and detri"Raised" is not the appropriate word, it's more like mental to UCFs ability to conduct
skyrocketed. For simply parking out of assigned its business. Scholarship and arareas, the increase is $2.
tistic endeavors are facihtated
Yet if you happen to park wrong in a 24-hour when the emotion and friction of
reserved area, prepare yourself to pay $10, up from politics are avoided.
last year's mere $3. Not that you should park in a
At the dinner table, one avoids
handicapped zone, but if you're ever forced to, pre- sex, politics, religion and eating
pare to pay 150 percent more (from $10 to $25).
withyourfingers to not upset your
With the parking problem as bad as it is, shouldn't digestion. Likewise, at school it is
an effort be made to help the students and not hinder wise to keep in mind your desire to
them?
get an education. In the interest of
One might wonder with all the money the univer- getting an education, my roomsity is making on the ticket increases (the price and mate and I do not have a TV this
the amount of tickets being given out), why doesn't it semester, buy the newspaper only
build a new parking lot? Hey, it's only a thought.
on Sundays for the coupons and
Among our student body, there must be hundreds pray a lot. To remain sane and
of parking horror stories out there, so The Central relaxed, we hang-out by the pool,
Florida Future encourages you to write and tell us run, lift weights and rub Ben Gay
yours. Go ahead, gripe!
all over our heads before tests. The
Like most campus newspapers, The Future exists end result is that we are not up to
to serve the interests of the students. Let us be your date on current affairs. That does
mouthpiece on campus parking.
not make us politically inept,
We gladly accept gripes, yet we also encourage however. In deciding how to vote I
ideas on the problem.
use common sense, family,
There is only so much the division can do to help friends, the party platform and my
the situation, but raising the cost of parking viola- knowledge of history.
tions isn't one of them.
Case in point: The press praises
Jimmy Carter for forgiving the
"idealists" of the Vietnam era who
lived in Canada for the duration,
but is scandalized by Dan Quayle
1f:The Central Florida Future
serving in the National Guard.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
The press was not adverse to .givBosineas Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 27S-286S
ing away the Panama Canal in
deference to Panama's soverEditor In Chief
eignty, but is incensed Reagan is
David Schlenker
unable to depose the very form of
government to which the canal
Managing Editor
Leslie Jorgensen
was given. Youmaynotagree with
A. Scott Horner the above, but these are not the
Deputy Managing Editor
I Design
thoughts of somebody politically
News Editor
Crickett Drake
unaware.
Sports Editor
My point is that perhaps the
Paul Owers
Confetti Editor
Kristen Sweet reason 20 percent of the students
Copy Editor
Benjamin B. Markesan
polled are not aware of the issues
Photo Editor
Angie Hyde is because they realize the quality
Production Manager
Kasha Kitts of reporting in most newspapers
(certainly not The Central Florida
Future, which genuinely admire),
or a lack of time, or a myriad of
Business Manager
Cindy Cowen
other things except a dearth of
Jim Donato
Ad Production Manager
interest. I admire our school and
Tammy Thompson
Classified Manager
its student body too much to accept
that as a statistical inference from
Opinions e)(pressed In TM CcnlNIFlarida Piuwc are those of the editor orwllterand not
a poll run by communication manecessarily those of the Boo!d of Publications, University Administration, or Boord·of
Regents. Letten to the Editor must be typed and Include the oufho(s signature.
jors
instead of statisticians.
major and phone n1.mbef. Letters are subject to edltlng and become the copy·
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REDFORD ~D Nf.UMAN
For my part, I support Quay]e or minus. Why did you only survey
and the Republican ticket. But I do 140 people? How accurate is such
not support asking people to see a small survey? Reputable polls
him in order to advance our school. give a specific date when the inforSee Dan Quay]e in order to learn of mation was gathered. You give
him or from him, but not in order to your time frame as late July, early
August. Was that before, during
play politics with our school.
I intend to be there and may or after the Republican Conveneven wear a UCF T-smrt, but I do tion?
A survey or poll should have to
not consider it a means of promoting our school. Dan Quayle gives meet the same strict standards of
UCF a special tribute by coming fairness and accuracy as any
here as a means of promoting other newspaper story. You have
himself. Mr. Editor, for my politics run a front page article reporting
I learn history, but for my school I to have political informalion conwould rather cheer wildly at UCF's cerning the political opinions of
volleyball games.
UCF students. Journalistic integrity dictates that you reveal how
Joseph Kramer you came by your information.
Industrial Engineering
Glenn R. Anderson
• POLITICS AND POLLS
History
Editor:
I commend The Central Florida
Future for attempting to get a finger on the political pulse ofUCF's
students with the Benjamin
Markesan article, "Survey says:
Most students want Bush." But I
have some problems with the way
in which you presented your
source material.
Increasingly, the survey is
being touted as a crystal ball capable of objectively divining voter
sentiment, yet any of today's so
called polls, such as CNNs nightly
call-in or The Orlando Sentinel•s
Sound Off, are less than objective;
they are downright distortions. ·
The disclaimer that such polls are
not scientific does little to off-set a
bold print headline. Even those
polls which do attempt to accurately represent the population
are only as good as their methodology and sample group.
The Future gave no indication of
how it gathered its survey data,
nor from whom it was collected.
Just from reading newspapers
which do not report on how their
polls are conducted I have gleaned
that in order to be a true indicator,
a survey must be random. Who
was your survey group? How and
where were they polled? Most accurate polls have a sample of at
least 1,000 people and still have a
variation of at least 3 percent,_ plus

•

•DRIVEN TO TEARS
Editor:
Each driving student attending
UCF is required to purchase a
parking decal, and in return, the
university is obligated to provide
adequate parking. The university
is not meeting its obligation.
It is a frustrating and irritating
experience for a conscientious
student who is not infringing
upon the parking privileges of
others to return to his/her car
after a long day of classes to find
he/.she has been unjustly ticketed
at the discretion of a ticketing
officer.
Construction on campus continues at a rapid pace, occupying
land previous]y set aside for parking. Crowded parking is worse
this year than last by the issuing
of an additional 1,500 parking
decals. The necessity of arriving
on campus an hour before scheduled class to locate a vacant parking space that does not exist is an
absurd waste of time.
At present, the university is
resolving the crowded parking by
ticketing its students. It is time
for this problem to be addressed
by the Student Government, as
well as President Trevor Colbourn.
Alison Hines
Nursing
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righted property of the newspaper. Tlw Cen1ml Fhrila F111.Ue Is a free. non-profit, twice
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.
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CAMPUS LITE
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ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

THESE YEARS

by Rodriguez
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MEETINGS
STARRS

,

2 Mile Run

8 Mile Bike

2Mile Rum

W-HEN:

·Saturday, September 24th at
9:00 A.M.
·WHERE: Lake Clair (U.C.F.)

HOW MUCH:

Individual
Student $7.00
Non-Student $15.00

Teams
Student $20.00
Non-Student $40.00
After the event there will be: Picnic Lunch
• Swimming/Volleyball/Softball • Sports
Massage • Awards Ceremony
CALL X 5841 FOR MORE DETAILS.

(Slim, Trim &
Really Super
Students)
Weight
loss
Wednesdays at
10 A.M. in HRC.
Learn about nutrition and wei ht
loss.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STU DENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

STRESS
BUSTERS.
Wednesdays at
11 A.M. in HRC.
Come learn skills
to manage your
stressful ~vents.

PRESENTS:

HADDSOFFI
SEXUAL AGGRESSION
AND DATING:

: SWAT
Meetings Thursdays 11 A.M.
Bring your ideas
about wellness!

SWAT FALL INVITATIONAL (It's A Cookout Partyl)
Friday, September 9th • 4 - 8 P.M. at Lake Clair
Activities: Volleyball, Frisbee, Football, s.wimming & other social activities.

FREE FOOD TOO!!!
Come and meet the SWAT members and get to know other students!

De,aling With the

-

Silent Struggle

With

BOB HAIL

DAY:
Monday TIME: 7:30
DATE: Sept. 19
PLACE: SCA

•

Female nonsmk. roommate wanted to
share 2bed/ 1bth apt. S190/month plus 1/
2 util. Call 657-6032, leave message if no
answer. 10 min. from UCF.
Roommate needed for 3bdrm/2bth
house on 3 acres. 10 min. from UCF. $175/
mon1h + 1/3 utllltles.Call lynne or Dave.
568-3231.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Football practice. 4:30.
Get prepared for the event of your life- THE
SMOKER. guys and of cc-Jrse, YMP.
Ritual meeting. 7:00 CEBA 224. Sunday.

FURNITURE- exc. cond. low, low prices.
2069 Aloma s/c near Dunkin' Donuts. Interior Exchange -657-8332.
Computer Diskettes on Solel 5 1/8 In.
DSDD-10 for $5. 3 1/2 In. DSDD-5 for $7 .50.
Name brands! While they lost. Near UCF.
Call 282-8213.

Moving. Need gOOd homes for 2 falthful
faml~ adult cats. Neutered. affectionate.
house-trained. All shots & county tags. 1
white with reddish tinge (part slamese)
and 1 grey tiger (slamese background).
Names. Lord Byron & Tashka. Coll Doug
Foster ext. 2407/ 3410. Nlghts/wknds. 2822579.

PC Software as low as S2. 99. l 000 IBM PC
Compatible Programs. latest VersionsPopular titles. Free catalog. Near UCF. Coll
282-8213.

WANTED- Need good home(s). Please
give more years of happlne5s to 2 faithful
foml~ adult cots. Call Doug Ext. 2407 /
3410. Nights and weekends call 282-2579.

Need to sell FASTI Two couches real
cheap! Please call 277-591-0 after 5.

Looking for Phi Theta Koppa members to
join UCF's olurml chapter. Con Bob Snow
at 275-2231.
Chancellors Row
Available September 1988
Spacious 2bd/2bth condominium.
Washer/dryer hook-up. celling fans, pool,
tennis courts and off street parking. Extra
Storage area .Close to UCF. Westing
House and Martin.
Month~ rent S525. Coll 851-9441 .

Commit yourself to SERVICE!
Join Circle K lnternattonal.
Meetings ae Mondays at 5:00 pm.
In the Volusia Hoa lounge
Everyone's welcome.

'Nhy pc:ry rent when you con CYWn?
2 bedroom/2 bath. I mile from UCF.
Owner financing, $2000 to move In $525
per month, 281-0839.

Avalloble 9/12 Own bedroom In WP apt.
Only $140/mo + 1/3 uttll 678-6396.
Roommatewanted to share 3 bdr. house.
Only 20 min. from ca~. 5190/mo. and
1/3 utilties. Coll Alison or Alon 281-9801.
Washer/dryer. dishwasher & micrOV.JOVe
avalloble .

Is It true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. Govemmenn Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 AVAJLABLEI
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.
HeyGreeksl
I am a professlonal. experienced Disc
Jockey that will entertain at your next
function with music of your choice. Name
It. I'll play It. Lorge amounts of power,
speakers and lights. No size room too big
or too small. Reasonable rates and competitive. Coll Christion Flint. 249-2391.

The Park Suites Hotel's new restaurant. THE
TEQUESTA GRILL£. ls now accepting appll·
cations for servers and busers, both om
and pm shifts are avalloble. Apply In pefson M-F at 225 E. Altomonte Dr.. {SR 436 at
1-4). Altomonte Springs.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Cal 699-1636.

Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
87 Centurion Moster, superb cond. only
300 miles. w/cyc'9wotch. $550 obo. Must
seel Call Anne x2821 or275-3147.

•

...
Fin'ance Mor wanted. Coll 679-8996.

Statistics tutor wanted. Coll 679-899-0.

Needed: One energetic. extrovert to beo
campaign manager. Arts & Science major preferred. but not essential. Coll Lisa at
269-0527.

Sherwood Forest- rent 2bed/2bothroom.
All appliances- trees- $490 per month.
Coll Fred 645-3339/ 295-6717.

Female Roommate wonted Immediately
2bdrm/ 1 1/2 bath, Ori. Arpt. area. No dep.
$215 moves yeu In- 1{2 rent+ 1/2 utilities.
Cqll Robin Morgan 0 236-5()42-day 2776456-evenings.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick. professional seNlce. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students ona 4
grouches.
671-3007

Errand person needed for smol
engineering firm. 15-20 hrs. per week.
S.50 per hour plus S0.22 per mile
Please phone 657-4530.

Reasonable ond fast typing service. Col
Nancy of 679-4006. Rush jobs.

Learn how to juggle with a simple three
step pamphlet. Send Sl .00 s/h to PO Box
4212. Winter Par1<. Fl 32793. Please allow 3
or 4 weeks to send.

•

Here's the scoop ladles. I'm a very cute,
personable, sensltive
&corlng,unlqueperson.l'm5'9'.160,blue
eyes, curly locks & a
short clipped beard. Graduated with
honors from a predominantly black univ.
I don't smoke or drink. I'm from
Clennont. I'm 42 but look younger. Not
Into mater1al things. Attend night class.
Seek hetero or bisexual friends. LH8801
Female senior. graduating In the spring.
seeks ~ Interested In friendship and/
or possible relationship. I am k>oking for
a nice g'Jo{ to spend time with ofter class
and/or weekends.
LH8802

.Hours: Monday - Thursday: 9 AM - 9 PM, Friday: 9 AM - 7 PM, .Saturday: 1OAM - 2 PM

'":"°!

MOVIE TICKETS

BISCOUNT TICKETS

'PLUS:

• General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall
Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza ·
Colonial Promenade
• United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall
• UC-6
University Shoppes
• AMC Theatres
Fashion ViH-age 8
Interstate 6

• Busch Gardens
• Wet-N-Wild
•Sea World
• Magic Kingdom
• EPCOT
• Boardwalk & Baseball

•General
Information
• UCF Phone
Directories
• Film Processing
Service
• Ticket Masters
•. Lost & Found

r
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CLOSED DURING ALL
BREAKS

For more information call,:

275-2060
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Services provided by Student Government
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UCF with 63 yards on 19 carries. Beckton and Roundtree
led the receivers with 85 and
69 yards, respectively, while
Amell Spencer added 44.
The teams were equal in almost ~very. statistical cate-

•

B-CC had
387Fortunately
total yards
i jiiiijiijiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil-1 gory.
and UCFhad
375.
for UCF, the Knights came out

13

ahead in the most important
statistic, the final score .
"Bethune-Cookman had an
outstanding team and either
team could have won but our
fans helped us," said McDowell of the 14,831 Florida Citrus
Bowl crowd. "They were a
great crowd who were vocal at
times we needed it and they
really juiced us up.
"But the play of Willis and
the intensity level helped us
win tonight."
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ANDRE

c. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy

With First Office Visit
FREE·PAP
&

United Parcel ·Service

Near U.C.F.
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 Winter Park. FL 32 792

10% Discount for
Students

FOR APPOINIMENT CALL

(407) 679-5533

Take Advantage of an Opportunity

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have student loan or your
parents are helping out, it is always nice to have some money in your bank
account for spending or saving.

•
•

•
•

These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with
minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having to work what
seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that
your grades suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery
business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid vacations and
holidays. These benefits are comparable to benefits that some full-time jobs
. offer. Besdies the pay, UPS offers considerably more. The steady, consistent
hours that give stability to your schedule. The work shift that you select willallow you to plan the courses you need without having to work weekends, so
your social life stays intact.
UPS offers a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As
a student, time is very valuable and it's important to maximize your efforts and
time.
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to
match, get in shape, and work hours that allow you to fulfill your career goals
in school.

•

• UPS work$ through the UCF
Placement office in accepting
applications for part time loaders and unloaders.
• Excellent pay- more than
DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE
• Paid vacations and holidays.
- • Work shifts4:30 A.M~
5:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
• For an interview appointment,
sign up in the Career Resource
. Center (Admin. 124}
UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

CATHOLIC
.

CAMPUS

MINISTRY

AT UCF

Sunday Liturgy begins Sept 4th, 10:30 in
the Commons; Wednesday, Sept. 7th,
7:30 pm: Discussion "Everything You Always Wanted To
Ask About The Catholic Church."
Wednesdays, beginning Sept. 14th;
Seri pture Study,
"The Gospel According to Mark"
Discussion and Scripture Study at
St. Joseph's Parish Center,
Alafaya & Rt. 50.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

275-5337 or 679-6399
With the right HP calculator,
there's no telling wha~
you can achieve.
~/
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HP-28S

l
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NEW:
· HP.22S

HP·17B

HP-12C

Hewlett-Packard features a full line of business
and technical calculators for students.
· Pick out one thafs right for you.
PRJ ~!~KL!°:b
Come in today.
WITH THIS AD - FREE HP hat or visor with
each calculator purchased (limited quantity)

il!EINTERNATIONAL ·

~Calculator & Computer
2914CorrineDrive

898-0081
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RUGBY

The CLAST ...

will you pass?
~

Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading,
:

Wr~ting,

Essay, Mathematics

The 1987 edltton Includes lnstructton ahd sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
Ask for It at your bookstore.

. , . H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

=

·l

1988, . :1~

1l J

TrauelHlnG
International Inc.

points," said Pinn, ''but the "A player needs a lot of endurplayer must actually touch the ance to play rugby."
FROM PAGE 16
ball to the ground to score."
The players have to react
Following a "try", the team fast to what's happening on
ball out of the huddle to the can attempt a conversion, the field and be able to run
backs, who are waiting for the worth two points, by place- plays accordingly.
ball.
kicking the ball through the
"It's not like American footThe backs begin running goalposts.
ball where you sit around dewith the ball and, since no forFrom any point on the field, ciding what to do next," said
ward passes are allowed, a a player can attempt to drop- Pinn.
series of lateral or backward kick the ball through the
One optional piece of equippasses occurs.
goalposts. This is worth three ment worn by some of the playAdditionally, at any time, a points.
ers who participate in the
player can kick the ball forThe fourth way to score is grinding, head squashing
ward. Kicking is usually done the penalty goal. Following a scrum and maul is a headon the run, so a drop kick is major penalty against a team, band. It is worn so that it
used.
the other team can place-kick covers the ears.
If an opposing playe"O grabs the ball from the point of pen"With all that goes on in the
the ball, the big huddle (maul) alty. If the ball passes through scrum, ears can get pulled off,"
can form again. If the offensive the uprights, three points are said Pinn.
team retains possession, they awarded. The rugby team, which is
can attempt to score. Scoring
The game is played in two looking for members, meets
can occur in four ways.
40-minute halves with a five- Tuesday at 4 p.m. and ThursThe first way to score is minute break between them.
day at 6:30 p.m.
rugby's version of a touchPlay continues unless
All home games are played
down.
there is a score, a penalty, or at the Central Florida Fair"If a player crosses the goal the ball goes out of bounds.
/
grounds.
line with the ball a 'try' is
"There's a lot of running
For additional information
scored, which is worth four during the game," said Pinn. call 657-2316.

Trav-el r>isco"l..1rits
for

students

and

faculty

Now Open In the Palladium Building
(Across from Holiday Inn)

281~7900
..

$5.00 OFF : :
ANYROUND::
TRIPTICKET::
,_ _ VoGd 1r1"" • 5Ti:lw:IJ : :

5%0FF

5%0FF

ANY
CRUISE
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PACKAGE
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NOW IN STOCK!

Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model
Suggested Retail Price: $2399.00

Special Student Price: $1299.00
20 MB Hard Disk Model
Suggested Retail Price: $3599.00

Special Student Price: $1999.00

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN -WITH THE NEW BATIERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT™ - TO TAKE YOU
FROM COLLEGE 10 CAREER.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and more. That's the new SupersPart from
l.enith Data Systems - today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLE COURSE SQIEDULE. Whatever your agenda, the SupersPort's modular confi~ation easily adaRls to your romputing
style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC adapter /recharger that plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS~to run
virtually all PC/XT compatible software. And 6401( RAM - e~anaable to 1.6"1 MB with EMS. Plus the SupersPort comes in your
choice of dual 3.5" 720K Iloppy drive or 20MB hard disk models. For flexible desktop performance anywnere on campus.
CARRY SOME GREAT HOURS TIIlS lERM Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity everywher~ your studies
take you. Thanks to Zenith's Intelligent Puwer Mtmagement- a system that lets you control now your battery power IS consumed. So
you won't waste valuable energy on components and peripherals not in use.
EASY COLLEGE READING. The easiest. After all, the Sup~sPor~ fea~es ZenitJ:l's renowned dazzling ba~t Supertwist LCD
screen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-~ display IS on~third larger than most c._umpeting portables for
enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back 18~egrees so it lies flat to accommodate a desktop morutor.
TO CATCH 1HE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC AT ASPEOAL S'IUDENT PRICE, VISIT YOUR ZENI1H DATA SYSTEMS
CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:

Dynamics - Vector Meachanics for
Engineering
Statics - Vector Mechanics for Engineering
Marketing Management
Business and Society
Intro to Psychology
Text & Study Guide
Fundamentals of Chemistry by Brady
Lab Manual
Foundation Course in Spanish
Text & Work Book
Short English Handbook
American Realities
American Government
Readings & Cases
Le Francais - Departe - Arrivee
Text & Work Book
Themodymanics
America - Narrative History Vol. 1

We buy back books all year.
We still have many used
textbooks available.

Seminole Computer
98 W. Broadway• Oviedo, FL

365-8633
or
Zenith Data Systems
(404) 446-6170

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

PC/XT ls a registered trademark of IBM Corp. MS.DOS Is a registered trademark of Microsoft
Corp. Special pricing offer good only on purchases directly through Zenith contact(.'!) listed
above by students, fa01lty and staff for their own ose. No other discounts app~y. Limit one
portable personal computer per Individual ln any U-month period. Prices subject to change
without notice. e 1988, :lenlth Data Systems
Form No. 1392

12299 University Blvd.
(next to McDonald's)

658-4612

by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

By knocking UCF quarterback Shane Willis 10 yards out
of bounds op. his first play, the
Bethune-Cookman Wildcats
were th~ir own worst enemy.
"My heart was in my throat
as I came out onto the field,"
said Willis, who scrambled 10
yards before being hammered
out of bounds. "But getting hit
hard on that first play allowed
me to get a quick taste of what
it is like and also helped me
relax."
Willis, in his first collegiate
start, never looked back from
that point in leading the fifth
ranked UCF Knights to a 2921 season opening victory over
Bethune-Cookman Friday in
the Central Florida Classic.
1 The sophomore . southpaw
finished the game with 266
passing yards on 18-of-35
passes. After using basic plays
in the beginning to give Willis
a feel for the game, the offense
rolled into gear with Willis
connecting on two second half
touchdown passes, drawing
rave reviews from Coach Gene
McDowell.
~iUis played a great
game," said McDowell. "It was
as good a game as any UCF
quarterback has played.You
could not have asked any more

UCF linebacker Wyatt Bogan (49) prepares to bring a Bethune-Cookman bait carrier to his knees.
Bogan, recovering from a foot injury that sidelined him last season, had four tackles Friday night.

from him."
After battling to a 14-14 half
time tie, the Knights broke the
game open on their first two
possessions in the third quarter. The first drive ended when
Willis threw a 35-yard pass to
Sean Becktonjustbefore Beckton went out of the end zone.
The next possession resulted
in a 32-yard pass from Willis to
Shantel Roundtree on the
same type of pattern as he
used with Beckton. "Those
two touchdown passes came
with Willis makingithappen,"

said McDowell. "He threw to and the defense held the rest of
his third option on both p1ays. the way.
"We felt at ha1f time we
"The unusual thing about
Willis was that he was able to could win the game if we inengineer lQng drives which is creased our intensity," said
hard to do in your first game." McDowell. "We were better
However, both extra points conditioned and wore Bewere missed giving UCF a 26- thune-Cookman down."
Bethune-Cookman opened
14 advantage. Bethune-Cookman answered with a 3-yard the game with a quick score on
scoring pass from Anthony a Thomas to Kevin Finnie pass
Thomas to Lebrone Sumpter. to make it 6-0. UCF cracked
The extra point made it 26-21. the scoreboard via a 53-yard
UCF added a. 29-yard Barrie Kee punt and a fumble
Travis Allen field goal on the recovery on the 3-yard line. Gil
first play of the final quarter Barnes ran 4 yards around

right end for UCF's first score
. of the season.
James Jack son caught a 20yard pass from Thomas as the
Wildcats scored and connected
on the two point conversion to
make it 14-7. Barnes tied the
game at 14 on. his second
touchdown, a 7-yard replay on
his first score.
"They were the same play
and I got great blocking from
[fullback] . Perry Balasis and
the tight end," said Barnes.
"And I just did my job by taking
it in."
Willis had to deal with the
Wildcats quick score and a
penalty-plagued UCF team,
handling it like a seasoned
veteran.
"That first score scared us
and we pulled together as a
family," said Willis. "And later
on the guys were getting upset
over the penalties so I had to
keep the calm in the huddle."
McDowell, whose team was
whistled for 23 penalties compared to the Wildcats' seven,
said:"I was not surprised by
the number of penalties, especially our holding penalties.
What I was surprised about
was that Bethune-Cookman
did not have any holding penalties."
Willis added 27 yards rushing to his totals. Mark Giacone
was the leading rusher for
SEE GAME PAGE 13

Evans -grabs UCF career interception recol'd
Senior safety picks-off 2 passes in Fighting Knights' season-opening 29-21 victory over B-CC
by Bill Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Safety Keith Evans intercepted two
passes against the Bethune-Cookman
College Wildcats, setting the UCF career interception record with 11, as the
Fighting Knights went on to win their
season-opener, 29-21.
"It [the record] was one of my goals
for this season," said Evans, a senior. "I
want to get more."
The old record was nine, held by
comerback Reggie Edwards who
played from 1984-87.
When B-CC made some big gains in
the first quarter, the Knights decided
to take away the big plays and make
the Wildcats earn the yardage piece by
piece.
Enter Evans.
On the second play of the second
quarter, Evans intercepted a pass from
B-CC quarterback Anthony Thomas,

Evans was able to get his hands on
the ball a little more by doubling as a
punt returner for the Knights. He
returned four punts for 15 yards. Last
year he returned eight punts for 31
yards.
Coach Gene McDowell said of
Evans, "He had a very good game, but
like all the other players, he made some
mistakes."
Evans said, "Some aspects of my
game were good," adding that as for
UCF, "we should get better and better.
We'll end up being a real fine football
team."
Singling out Evans, McDowell
sounded a similar note, saying that .
"As the year goes on he'll get better."
Evans sees himself as a leader on the
field.
"I lead by example. I don't talk a lot/'
he said. "I try to hustle, play with
intensity, and hopefully the other guys
will follow."
Evans was just one of several de-

returning it 15 yards and breaking the
interception record.
The seesaw battle continued
throughout the game as the Wildcats
fought to move the ball. With the
Knights leading 29-21, and just over
eight minutes left in the game, the
Wildcats had driven to the Knights' 27yard line. B-CC was already in scoring
range, but Evans intercepted another
Thomas pass and returned it "9 yards,
allowing UCF to run some more time
off the clock
"That second interception put a stop
to them," said Evans. "I think it took a
little bit out of them."
Evans also made one tackle and
broke up another pass with a leaping,
twisting grab for the ball.
Evans isn't afraid to go for the ball or
to use his body.
"We've got an aggressive secondary," Evans said. "We play some tough
defense. Wealwayswanttogoafterthe
ball."

fenders who turned in a good game.
Sophomore outside linebacker Kirk
Wiley lead the team in tackles with five
solos and one assist. Senior linebacker
Wyatt Bogan had four tackles, including three for losses totaling 28 yards.
F.B. Harper, a sophomore outside
linebacker, had one sack for a loss of
nine yards. He also had three solo
tackles and two assists, one of which
occurred when he and Wiley chased
down punter Lebrane Sumpter for a 22yard loss after a bad snap.
With under three and a half minutes
to play, BCC was trying to put together
another drive when senior Steve
Spears recovered a Thomas fumble, •
caused by junior Robert Lindsey, which
essentially assured the Knights the
win.
Cornerback Ray IrVin had three
tackles. He also intercepted a BCC
pass, the team's third, with 23 seconds
left to play, allowing the Knights to run
out the clock.

Rugby team is looking to gain momentum, players
by Biii Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The largest amateur sport in the world is played
here at UCF. It isn't football. It isn't baseball or
softball. And it isn't soccer.
Would you guess rugby?
"We have 30 people now; we're looking for more
who want to play," said Mike Pinn, a member of the
UCF rugby team. "It doesn't matter if they know how
to play, ~e'll teach them the gaIJle."
Rugby, which resembles American football in
many ways, is actually quite different from the
American game.
To begin with, the sport's dimensions are bigger.

The playing field is 11.0-yards deep by 75-yards wide
with 20-yard end zones. There are 15 players per
team on the field at a time. The 15 play both offense
and defense.
Additionally, only two substitutions per game are
allowed so the same players are in for the entire
game.
The ball, too, is a bit bigger. Though it doesn't have
the strings an American football has, it's shape is
similar, with blunter ends.
A field, 15 players and a ball are all that is needed
to play. Notice that this list includes neither padding
nor helmets. That's because they're not allowed.
"Existing 'injuries can be protected from further
damage by a soft padding, though," explained Pinn.
With the same contact and tackling as in American

football, rugby is a physical sport. According to Pinn,
American football is a ,variation of rugby, which is
itself a spin-off of soccer.
"President Theodore Roosevelt went to an American football game, which was essentially rugby at the
time, and after watching declared it to be too rough,"
said Pinn. "He said that unless changes were made it
would be banned."
The team of 15 can roughly be divided into two
groups: the big, heavy guys, called forwards; and the
smaller, faster players known as backs.
The forwards from both teams form a large huddle,
called a "scum" or a "maul," and the ball is tossed into
the middle of this mob. The forwards try to kick the

o

SEE RUGBY PAGE 15
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